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As bull markets develop, many investors are lured by the low volatility and cheery market sentiment. 

However, as rallies stretch over a number of years, as they have recently, a hazard emerges for 

investors seeking to invest in mutual funds. First-time investors purchasing shares bear the risk of 

inheriting a portion of the unrealized capital gains that accrued during the market rally. Should the 

fund manager elect to sell any appreciated assets, all shareholders will receive their proportional share 

of the resulting realized capital gains regardless of how long the shares were owned. This means that 

an investor buying shares today could be responsible for several years’ worth of accrued gains on the 

sale of assets just a few weeks later. This can pose a greater risk for equity investors counting on the 

continuation of a broad market rally or on a highly successful mutual fund with low turnover. Investors 

electing to have their dividends automatically reinvested must also consider the prospect of needing to 

pay tax related to an investment that has not distributed any cash.  

A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE

To illustrate, consider hypothetical “Large Cap Fund A.” Fund A has performed well during a multi-

year market rally and has accumulated unrealized capital gains of 20% on its portfolio. Suppose an 

investor hoping for continued success decides to purchase $100,000 worth of shares in the Fund. 

Although the new investor has shares worth $100,000, he also has a potential tax liability on the 20% 

unrealized gain. Now assume the market environment changes and the manager of Fund A decides to 

sell the appreciated assets to redeploy capital into new securities. The sale of assets in Fund A would 

cause the new investor to recognize a capital gain of $20,000. Assuming a 20% federal long-term 

capital gains rate and 3.8% Medicare surtax, the tax liability totals $4,760. While not a significant 

drawback for those who participated in the 20% run-up, it is not a welcome outcome for new investors, 

especially those who unknowingly bought shares just days before.  

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

The previous example is not intended to reflect an actual circumstance, as it would be unlikely for a 

manager to fully realize all capital gains at once, but it does highlight the potential tax liability an 

investor may encounter when purchasing shares of a mutual fund right before a distribution. 

Fortunately, mutual funds distribute capital gains in a predictable manner, usually before year-end, so 

investors can time their purchase appropriately. The specific distribution dates are typically available 

online. In addition, funds will specify the dollar amount of unrealized gains the fund contains in 
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reports to shareholders. Databases like Morningstar can also help by keeping track of the percentage of 

embedded gains in a fund or other measures of potential tax liability.  

To give a more realistic example of our current environment, below is a sample of some of the largest 

actively-managed and passive U.S. equity mutual funds and the percentage of assets that unrealized 

gains represent. 

             Active Mutual Funds 
3-Year Return 

 Through 1/31/2016 

Estimated Capital Gains Exposure 

(as of 1/31/16) 
Fidelity Contrafund 12.4% 39.5% 
American Funds Growth Fund of America 10.9% 31.8% 
Oakmark Fund 9.0% 16.2% 
Harbor Capital Appreciation Fund 14.1% 31.0% 

*Source: Morningstar 

            Passive Mutual Funds 
3-Year Return 

 Through 1/31/2016 

Estimated Capital Gains Exposure 

(as of 1/31/16) 
Vanguard 500 Index Fund 11.1% 42.3% 
Schwab 1000 Index Fund 10.6% 64.7% 
Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund 10.4% 34.4% 

*Source: Morningstar 

The elevated level of potential capital gains exposure across a number of these funds is clearly a 

product of the substantial rise in equity values dating back to 2009. While not always the case, index 

mutual funds can be more prone to accumulating unrealized gains versus active funds because trading 

is simply driven by index composition. In fact, many indices are price or market capitalization-

weighted, which means that all else being equal, stocks which have performed well will receive a larger 

weighting in the index and thus the index fund. However, it is important to note that index funds 

generally trade less frequently than active funds and are less likely to generate realized gains as a 

result. In addition, typical passive investors owning an index fund may be less likely to sell in and out, 

allowing the fund more flexibility in managing flows. 

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN 

Not all embedded tax consequences are harmful for the mutual fund investor. Just as capital gains are 

a liability, capital losses can be an asset. An important difference is that a mutual fund does not 

distribute losses to shareholders. Instead, funds holding depreciated assets can realize those losses to 

offset capital gains that would otherwise be distributed. Funds can also hold onto depreciated assets to 

carry the loss forward to offset future gains. This flexibility can serve as a longer-term benefit for 

investors buying in a down market. 
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MARKET INFLUENCE

An interesting situation for mutual funds arises during times of market stress. During sudden 

downturns or crashes, funds may be unexpectedly forced to sell appreciated assets in order to raise 

cash to meet redemptions from shareholders. Many times, losses incurred as a result of a panic will 

offset the realized gains. During the Financial Crisis of 2008, just two of the 10 U.S.-domiciled equity 

mutual funds experiencing the highest estimated outflow rates (outflows/assets) 1 distributed capital 

gains in the second half of 2008. Still, the fact that the two funds were down 29% on average for the 

year shows that embedded gains can be a factor even in a down market. Generally, funds with 

manageable flows have more leeway in avoiding distributing gains in a similar situation.  

CONCLUSION 

While the mutual fund structure provides numerous benefits to investors such as professional 

management, diversification, and liquidity, it does have potential drawbacks. The distribution of 

embedded capital gains can be an unexpected surprise to those who are unaware. Capital gains can be 

most impactful as the market reaches a peak, where new investors may not enjoy continued 

appreciation but will still bear the liability of realized gains if the fund manager sells assets to adapt to 

the market or meet redemptions. Alternatively, buying a fund with embedded losses can serve as a 

buffer against future capital gains after markets recover. When comparing similar funds, a discrepancy 

in potential tax liability can be an important deciding factor. Investing in mutual funds will always 

bear certain costs, but considering embedded gains before executing a trade can help avoid undesirable 

tax consequences. 

1 Estimated using fund data sourced from Bloomberg. 
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